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WHERE WE ARE 

 

 

 

BRIEF REVIEW AND SOME NEW THOUGHTS 

 

Very briefly, James Dwyer (author of our textbook) thinks liberal child welfare policy (as related 

to foster care and adoptions) places too much emphasis on the interests of biological parents and 

not enough on the interests of children born into dysfunctional homes. The state does not act 

until a child has been "damaged" and the child usually goes into to dysfunctional foster care 

system while the birth parents promise to work through their addictions or other issues. The child 

is likely to move among multiple foster parents and have serious attachment issues. By the time 

the child may become eligible for adoption, the child may be too old to likely be adopted. James 

Dwyer has been writing about these things for years and appears to be devoting his professional 

life to what he views as saving and improving the lives of black children, tangled up in a system 

designed by well-intended liberal persons. He is a Professor of Law at William & Mary Law 

School. https://law2.wm.edu/faculty/bios/fulltime/jgdwye.php 

 
Source: https://law2.wm.edu/faculty/bios/fulltime/jgdwye.php 

 

The following blog post is a book review of our textbook, by Helen Alvarè 

 

https://ifstudies.org/blog/how-far-should-the-government-go-to-prevent-intergenerational-

poverty 

 

The book review seems to suggest that Dwyer's primary interest is to end cycles of 

intergenerational poverty. It appears to me that his primary interest is for the children of people 

who are very unlikely to be successful parents, for reasons including poverty, place of residence, 

addictions, personal histories of being neglected and/or abused, and past record of poor parenting 

(based on predictive analytics). 

 

The following "conversation" provides very limit insights into the personality and motivations of 

Dr. Dwyer. 

 

https://law2.wm.edu/faculty/bios/fulltime/jgdwye.php
https://ifstudies.org/blog/how-far-should-the-government-go-to-prevent-intergenerational-poverty
https://ifstudies.org/blog/how-far-should-the-government-go-to-prevent-intergenerational-poverty


https://law.wm.edu/faculty-spotlight/features/dwyer-profile-spotlight.php 

 

You can interpret the following video as you see fit. In my opinion he has relatively unlikely area 

if specialization for a law professor with an interest in philosophy. He apparently has two 

adopted daughters. He may or may not be a single parent. I don't think it matters. Our focus is on 

his policy ideas. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MQrrlaT0h4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4jv2wx0z80&f 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_Rights_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution 

 

https://today.law.harvard.edu/child-advocacy-program-conference-explores-questions-of-race-

and-child-welfare-video/ 

 

https://today.law.harvard.edu/will-online-schooling-increase-child-abuse-risks/ 

 

This YouTube video may shed some light on the heart and mind of Dr. Dwyer, from the 

perspectives of a organization that does not favor his views. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Dxf-HeM0vw 

 

Policy in our democracy is based on the theory of PURALISM. Organizations of like-minded 

people form around IDEAS about what should be and what are the proper roles and 

RESPONSIBILITIES of "the state." Theoretically, this sets up an informed MARKETPLACE 

OF IDEAS in which, theoretically, better ideas win out over other ideas and may become 

formalized into statues or administrative policies/regulations of government agencies.  

 

But in our system of federalism (in which states are sovereign nations under a national 

government which is also sovereign), laws and administrative regulations can differ. This gets 

into constitutional law, which is not something I know much about. 

 

So, for policies related to abortions, there are both national/federal policies and state policies, 

and differences are somehow worked out in the court systems (of which there are multiple) and 

in the Supreme Court of the United States. In court systems, PRECEDENCE is important. But 

which precedent, of which court system? And even precedents can be changed.  

 

Supposedly, judges, and justices (of supreme courts -- state and nations) are shielded from 

electoral and partisan politics. And yet the perceived legitimacy of courts depends upon their 

behaviors and the acceptance (or) not of their opinions. They have no police services of armies to 

enforce their decisions. They need to "swim" kind of in the middle of the river, which may 

explain why justices on the Supreme Court of the United States do not always decide cases as 

they were originally expected to do so, when nominated and confirmed. 

 

https://law.wm.edu/faculty-spotlight/features/dwyer-profile-spotlight.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MQrrlaT0h4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4jv2wx0z80&f
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_Rights_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://today.law.harvard.edu/child-advocacy-program-conference-explores-questions-of-race-and-child-welfare-video/
https://today.law.harvard.edu/child-advocacy-program-conference-explores-questions-of-race-and-child-welfare-video/
https://today.law.harvard.edu/will-online-schooling-increase-child-abuse-risks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Dxf-HeM0vw


Dwight Eisenhower -- "I made two mistakes, and both of them are sitting on the Supreme 

Court."  

 

Judges and justices are aware of the fact that the FABRIC OF OUR SOCIETY depends upon 

finding positions that are broadly acceptable, even if necessarily controversial.  

 

In my mind, the strength of the Constitution of the United States derives from a degree of 

flexibility in its INTERPRETATION.  

 

I personally do not favor ORIGINALISM -- a legal concept that asserts that all statements in the 

Constitution must be interpreted based on the apparent ORIGINAL INTENTS of the authors of 

the citizens at the time it was ratified. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Originalism#:~:text=In%20the%20context%20of%20United,the%2

0time%20it%20was%20ratified. 

 

In my opinion, originalism is akin to fundamentalism in religion.  

 

It seems to me that for purposes of this course, the question is, what are the limits and the 

responsibilities of "the state" to children vis-à-vis biological parents when there is reason to 

believe children may be at risk of neglect and/or abuse? 

 

Given that cases of parental neglect and/or abuse of children may be higher in black homes than 

in white homes in the United States, does this whole area of foster care policy tie to the Black 

Lives Matter (BLM) movement, or is that movement exclusively about interactions between 

police officers and black adults? And if a tie, does removal of children from dangerous homes 

affirm the spirit of the BLM movement or not. 

 

Is foster care in the United States generally well administered or not? 

 

Are adoptions in the United States generally well administered or not? 

 

Generally speaking, is it preferable for black children to be adopted into white families; or 

remain in the foster care system (assuming adoption by a black family may not be feasible) until 

they age out of the foster care system? Why or why not? 

 

Is the parental rights organization (ParentalRights.org) correct in taking their position that this is 

not about child welfare but is really about racial discrimination?  

 

What is the origin of the powers of a state? A state/nation is said to be sovereign because its 

people are sovereign and in a republic the people are said to be self-governing. Is this just 

circular logic? Is "self rule" just a illusion in a large and complex modern nation? 

 

https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/State+sovereignty 

 

Does this beg to define the line between state and faith, and between civil order and anarchy?  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Originalism%23:~:text=In%20the%20context%20of%20United,the%20time%20it%20was%20ratified
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Originalism%23:~:text=In%20the%20context%20of%20United,the%20time%20it%20was%20ratified
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/State+sovereignty


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theocracy 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anarchy 

 

This course is an introduction to public policy generally, with present focus on policies related to 

foster care and adoption. 

 

There are general aspects to policy advocacy, policy making, and policy implementation that 

ARE GENERALLY APPLICABLE, regardless of the specific policy area.  

 

These aspects include REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY, THE MARKETPLACE OF 

IDEAS, STRATEGIES FOR GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY, STRATEGIES FOR POLITICAL 

ADVOCACY, the CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION, and the roles of various COURT 

SYSTEMS.  

 

I personally would add SUSTAINABILITY and INTERGENERATIONAL INTERESTS into 

the mix of major aspects of public policy and public policy making. 

 

Who speaks for children and others who cannot effectively speak for themselves who have 

MAJOR INTERESTS at stake in the future? I am thinking now particularly (but not exclusively) 

about policies and GLOBAL WARMING, which pits the immediate of today's adults "against" 

the interest of today's children and all future generations.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theocracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anarchy

